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IN CHAMPAIGN COUNTY COURT
101 E. MAIN ST,    URBANA IL 61801
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JAMES FRANK OSTERBUR
2191 county road 2500 E.  St. Joseph IL   61873
http://www.justtalking3.info 

Vs

STATE OF ILLINOIS
GOVERNOR;   P. QUINN
207 state house,   Springfield IL 62706
ILLINOIS DEPT OF REVENUE; James R Thompson center, concourse level 100
W. Randolph st, Chicago IL 60601-3274
 IL Attorney general:   1776 E.  Washington st Urbana IL 61803

DATED:     12/ 2/ 10                                    CASE #: 

Brief
The consequence and reality of taxation is: the people MUST receive their

due! In other words, being protected from thieves (we have been robbed, by our
employees)/ being protected from unfair practices: we are lied to everyday in
relation to money (we are bankrupt as a state)/ banking ( I was charged a ten dollar
service fee for a bounced check written to me)/ advertizing (being led/ rather than
being informed, is not democratic decision; saying everything is fine until a date
far off/ does not make it true)/ politicians (corruption, the Illinois voter has been 
failed) / debt (more hides just beyond the spotlight)/ etc.  Your job is to provide
protection in the courts: I have not received that/ people I know have been abused
by the court system (lawyers steal/ people are ravaged and raped financially in
court); nothing resembling justice (when constitutional law is not respected), fair
play (is not a judge or lawyer pretending they don’t understand) or equality (the
state employees/ particularly in education,  get more than us).  Lawyers have
made, our courtroom, their opportunity for “legal felony theft”, from the people/ 
NOT justice for the people.  We the people are without defenses/ because they
control the courtroom and thereby they control us. We, our economy, our
resources, our environment, our nation, and even our world are threatened in many
ways: even to the point of potential extinction from failures by our leadership;
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particularly the university influence which gambles with our lives, our nature, our
everything.  Not a word from this our government designed and created, to protect
and defend WE THE PEOPLE.  Simply arrogance, selfishness, and greed.

Democracy primarily is: a contract between all parties to proceed in
friendship/ throughout the various levels of government by providing from
society, the common people who shall do our work as a state government.  In other
words: there are NO elite/ NO man or group of men shall be greatly powerful over
the rest/ NO rulers/ NO judiciary shall be entitled to exclusive or separate
advantages or privileges from the community (YOU must obey the law too)/ YOU
CANNOT decide for the law, the law decides for you, equal as we the people: not
more!  This has been abolished by the university diploma, and we are proven to be
surrounded by threats that they have made upon us.

The job of an employee of the people in democracy is:   preserved by a firm
adherence to justice/ the distinct reliance upon fundamental principles so as NOT
to gamble with our lives.  The distinct purpose to “make our world better, or at
least do no harm”.  To Accept that we are the owners, and thereby understand our
rights as we the people are greater than yours as our employee.  To understand the
basic right throughout democracy as a form of government is:   we the people,
have a duty to defend ourselves/ to be defended by our government;  thereby
redress is the legal institution of our governing by which we deserve, design,
desire, and establish control over our employees/ for the direct purpose of
avoiding civil war. As an employee, your job is to remember, “you are one of us/
NOT different or special”.  To remember we are the rulers ourselves, we can
enforce the law called democracy/ thereby understanding we are “the
supreme authority ourselves”; all of us, not one or a few of us! But under
constitutional decree.  Thereby the laws are for our benefit/ NOT our submission
to your decisions. The right of trial is for justice/ NOT to be an example for
anyone; rather FAIR PLAY, not a damn extortion by healthcare, or playground for
lawyers to steal. NOT organized crime, where one is held, so that the others can
steal, or inflict damage by the use of “legal thugs”.  The elemental truth of a judge
is, that you MUST be fair to all the people; treating them as equals/ by letting the
law decide.  The foundation of legitimate mercy conceive of JUSTICE.  The
search for freedom, the demand for redress is not your decision/ it is your job to
protect and apply: so that we the people are a true democracy.  The job of law
is;  so long as the others are not significantly harmed, as best we can.    My
property is just as important as yours, thereby we understand each other, by
establishing equal treatment through due process of legitimate laws that do search
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for justice/ NOT the vain, literal arrogance of today.  The ability to communicate,
with and too this public;  as in this demand for redress SHALL be legally aided by
the court/ as it is proclaimed necessary and true for the defense and sanity of OUR
GOVERNMENT; thereby the press protected in the first amendment. Both part
and parcel of OUR constitution, are a demand not only to sustain the freedom of
the press, but support it with reality; just as their job is to support and defend this
democracy and NOT turn to propaganda and greed (not protected), which they
have done.  The foundations necessary for defending both our state and nation as
is consistent with all aspects of political, court, police, and military employees are
these: ONLY what is necessary/ only when it is necessary/ only for the time
required to attain justice for the greatest number/ and the individual; with  fair play
for even the least among us. With respect, for the disciplines of religion, whereby
it is clear: NO harm to the public or this nation shall exist.      YOU FAILED as
employees of government/ thereby causing great harm to exist, and worse to come,
if not immediately corrected; as with redress.  Let the people understand with
clarity, and decide their future themselves.    

 We are cheated by education at all levels: the University of IL has a 121
million dollar “football stadium improvement”; its purpose, used only 6 times a
year, for those who call themselves the elite.  Which we the public are said to be,
indebted for. (Absolutely foolish and blind/ the insane proving their greed and
power over us).  NOT a democratic reality/ the consequence of fools, the reality of
rulers who care nothing for the people or damage they do. The pension funds for
teachers, & other public employees have claimed, “what cannot be paid”/ taken
what was never earned or deserved.  (That is not fair and legitimate/ that is
separate and elite; special and above the rest) in other words you stole our money
with your claims of superiority. NOT true, you are same.   Unions representing
public employees/ have proven themselves too powerful.  Threatening,
demanding, and relying upon the fact they claim:  “we can do nothing/ because
they are in control of government/ schools/ etc”.   That is rebellion against we the
people/ NOT a democracy, a traitorous act.  We are the same, equals/ you are not
more. We are lied to at every level “our employees spend and spend and spend,
because they say they can/ regardless of the damage done to us”.  Acting like
kings or queens or rulers instead of those who must pay the bill, just like the rest
of us.   We cannot pay your debts they are simply too large; completely unfair, as
almost nothing was done for the public; nearly everything went into the pockets of
those who claim to be superior (we have a diploma/ WE MUST HAVE MORE;
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cause we’re special).   You sold every future, every citizen into “the economic
sewer” because of your greed, selfishness, arrogance, and insanity: the accepted 
delusion is enough/ let the fantasy control instead of reality or truth as life itself. 
We cannot believe in  legislatures that will spend more than the money taken in no
matter how large that amount is. A tax increase will NOT help/ you have proven
that.  We are Threatened by the university decisions to gamble with our lives/
mutilate nature/ and control everything: THEY FAILED TO RESPECT OUR
LIVES.   GAMBLING WITH OUR EVERYTHING:  Even to the point of
potential extinction for all life on earth; and we are, without the slightest
protection from police in this. They hide.  The political process is a sham,
purposely driving people away from their vote, with garbage champaigns/ thereby
stealing it.  Altering democratic process: by the incompetence and failure of the
state congress to regulate and demand of all politicians/ all elections:  “ONLY the
topics, which the state, county, or nation MUST address” OUR BUSINESS/ NOT
YOUR TRASH, can be displayed in any public or private advertizing. General
Political meetings remain the same, where people can ask or defend themselves.
Criminals have been, and without doubt remain in this state government. Our
water supplies are being threatened with pollution and failure to address the 
reality of threat, in all its forms. Toxic waste is being pumped near, if not in, the
aquifers that sustain our lives; there is no going back.  The great lakes are
threatened with severe drainage (the salt mine that exists below the great lakes); a
fact that could alter this state forever (cannot salt pillars “melt away”).  Our lives
have been altered by the consistent disgrace that Illinois government has become.
And there are more truths, where critical and real improvements are required.  Our
vote has been reduced to: “take what you can get”/ rather than a public decision
based upon relevant facts and honest accounting.

For this and more:   the reality is, that according to the state
constitution and the US constitution each declaring that redress of
grievances;   an accounting of government legally required by  the people
upon their employees/ wherein the court guarantees: TRUTH  as best we can!
With  accuracy and severe  penalties for lies: MUST BE GIVEN. REDRESS
is the time WE THE PEOPLE “clean house and reorganize as best we can or
desire to do”.  Therefore,   I claim it as the law that must be, provided to me. 
My guaranteed right  as a citizen of this state of IL and this nation called USA. 
The failure to abide and protect the sovereign rights of this people, my own
guaranteed inherent (cannot be taken away) rights:   IS TREASON.   
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The demand here is: PROVIDE ME AND THIS STATE OF IL
REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES AS IS THE LAW.

Without that guaranteed and inherent right of law to the people themselves,
thereby proving this is a democracy of the people: THERE IS NO CAUSE TO
PAY THE TAX!

 As this is the power OF WE THE PEOPLE, to prove WE OWN this state,
or this nation/ AND YOU, are in fact our employees.  There can be no
acceptance of taxation;  by the people/ by me.  Either YOU OBEY THE LAW ,
and provide redress of grievances/ or you fail your oath, condemn justice to an
employee whim, and strip democracy from us.  Is that not a treasonous act? 
Should this public not be enlightened about the truth: if our employees do not do
their job/ THEN LIKE US, no payment shall be made.   Thereby entitled, without
representation as required by law: to establish our legal rights/    NO PAYMENT
OF TAXES shall be made to you our employees until that oath, those rights, and
that law is provided.  

 AS IS, OUR LEGAL OWNERSHIP OF THIS STATE, AND THE PROOF
THAT WE THE PEOPLE ARE A DEMOCRACY.  WE ARE THE OWNERS, AS
SUCH WE DECIDE, if you failed to do the job for which you were hired. The 
RIGHT of ownership is ours. The beginning of our enforcement, the truth of our
democracy/ as we begin to take back our state or nation: IS THAT THE MONEY
DOES BELONG TO US.  Those whose work deprives or destroys this union of
us/ rather than establishes our democracy are not entitled to be paid.  Criminal
consequence and penalties are deserved instead. 

 There is no cause or description that validates the need to pay employees
for a job they either did not do/ or did so poorly as to produce threats/ the
destruction of property/ a future pursued by catastrophe: or those who clearly
rebelled against us as a people!  For their own greed and selfishness. There is NO
NEED to pay for consequences that can even take our very lives and future away. 
Either ESTABLISH REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES, or there can be no cause to
pay taxes; beginning in the year 2011 and continuing until such time as you obey
our right to rule over you.  You are an employee.  We are the owners/ as is said to
us all, WE SAY TO YOU: IF YOU don’t do your job adequately/ if you don’t 
OBEY the law, and accept the duties required of you:   YOU won’t get paid/
criminal consequences can come.  You are not rulers/ YOU ARE WORKERS, just
like us;  only with a duty, an oath, and a demand of employment that says “protect
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us all”.  We are owners; the law of this land belongs to us!   We want the truth/ we
want better/ we want our money back/ and we won’t pay debts that don’t belong to
us; even if our employees made promises, they had no right to make.  That would
be employee fraud/ not the people themselves, not for we meaning all the people: 
but for just a few, who call themselves “special”, we are greatly indebted, by false
claims of earned/ you did not.  Consequently every pensioner etc, who would have
claim against this state, or any business, shall make their case against the
employees who committed that fraud. The people who did not protect this state or
obey this constitution or the US constitution or accept any part of the dignity or
proof of disciplines “for the people.  That debt is   NOT born by the people
themselves, WE DID OUR PART / YOU the employees of this state FAILED, not
us.

THE DEMAND UPON THIS COURT IS:
 Prove redress of grievances is real; AS THE LAW DEMANDS AND
PROVIDES,    PROVE REDRESS:  SHALL BE TRUE, FOR THE PEOPLE
THEMSELVES.   AS THE LAW PROVIDES.

 Or IF you fail entirely,  we/ I won’t pay: You have to steal it.. {Although
each and every one is required to file/ so that chaos does not reign instead of
democracy.} 

  WE BEGIN this tax revolt: with the critical analysis of the tax payment
formed by this plaintiff in 2005: as the means and methods NECESSARY, to
begin the dialogue/ that YOU TOO, must obey the law, protect the citizen, and
identify critical threats to our lives.   NONE of which to this date you have done. 
Hiding instead in absolute arrogance/ blind stupidity/ and utter greed, a selfishness
so gross and detestable your actions admit by the evidence of your failure: as is
that football stadium in Urbana IL. 

 LEADERSHIP ALLOWS, go ahead and kill the future, thereby
assassinating the children: DEMOCRACY DOES NOT.    Thereby to prove we
the people shall not stand for failure.  The court is required to prove what the
penalty and interest shall be:    For that single tax year, and the subsequent costs of
trial, etc:   PROVE WHAT I OWE! Prove how the people themselves shall be
treated for their acceptance of a duty to enforce democracy upon our employees. 
Thereby translating for the people exactly what you intend to do to each one;  that
would join this tax denial, to prove we are the owners of this democracy.  Show
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them, your truth.

 The full reality and consequence of your complete failure, to accept the
duties and responsibilities/ justice and equality as has been set before you as
leaders of this state of IL, is a decision.  If you prove rebellion and traitor instead; 
none can truly see or control, what the people of this society will do.  I DO NOT
lead/ I EDUCATE AND HELP human life UNDERSTAND, the choices you must
or will make;   for the distinct purpose of all life on earth. Their choices, the
people make themselves! But these are simple and plain:  

  Primary option A is:   that the people simply “throw the bums out, and
begin again”; by using the public courtroom and media our ability to communicate
as a people.  

Our understanding of democracy is:   by UNITING,  AS WE THE PEOPLE,
they cannot control us.  We are thousands to one or more.  We will control them! 

 To identify and create a rebirth of this state.  United for democracy means,
“YOU ain’t special/ we are, because we govern ourselves”. Thereby
democracy means: ONLY  THE LAW is allowed to rule! NOT any man or group
of men or women; only the law, that we the people decide upon, shall rule over us.

 Justice exists, as the example of our employees, doing the best they can not
only to interpret that law according to our desires (by instructions provided in the
foundation documents)/ but insuring that the law protects us, by the instructions
we have given in constitutional documents or other founding instruments of the
people themselves, as are sworn protected by oath. Due process exists, by its
connection to fair play and equality: by the truth of its intent to procure and
define what is legitimate, free, or fair to us all; that includes assertions in equity.

   The appropriate “battle-cry” is: THE LAW, applie s to us all! Let the
law decide.  Let the truth:    we are “the supreme authority” for this nation/
for this state, as we the people, become true.   Let it be known:  We, 
determine the punishment for treason, or failure/ by vote, among  ourselves. 
There are NO RULERS HERE!  Only our right, to govern ourselves:
established in law by redress of grievances.    Thereby  demanding,  NO
TRAITORS shall rule, sell, destroy, or deny our rights, or damage our nation,
state,  community, nature, or future.

Option B, is likely to be civil war, because the people now know, “ YOU are
traitors”.   That could escalate into horror and hell/ imprisonment, cannibalism,
and more.   Do your job and retain government by the law/ keep chaos at bay.  
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Establish this redress of grievances so the people can have their say.     Let,
Life and democracy continue in relative peace.  It’s a choice.

Option C:   obey the law.  Support democracy.  Be fair, just, equal, and
honest.  For the sake of this state, nation, and world.  Thereby discarding the
influence of leaders, and letting the law decide.  Find the communication required,
to understand how best we the people can change our world, either with or without
the leadership/ by constructing the laws we do intend to live by. The state or
nation WE NOW OWN, by law.  Therefrom becoming the democracy we say we
are.  The action required starts, Simply stop paying those who fail to do their job.
Demand redress, or More simply, this is:   should the leaders fail/ the people
MUST take possession of their state, nation, or world.  They have failed us. 
Option C says we must then foreclose on the institution of government/ just
like a closing school.  No one is going to come and force the students out into the
street/ BUT there will be NO PAYCHECK, for the teachers, etc; and that means
they will abandon that school.  Without pay, they will abandon government as
well.  We are the military, and everything else. We will decide. OR, We will stop
listening to you.  We will choose a different way and implement it; because in
reality, we are the businesses, the customer, the money;  we are everything as one
nation, or one state, called WE THE PEOPLE.       WE DECIDE, simple as that! 
We change, whatever we decide to change; because we govern ourselves.

There are no true leaders, only the law shall decide.  Those employed to do
our wishes, represent our democracy, MUST obey the law.  Redress is the law! 
Their job is:  help us understand how best “to form a more perfect union/ defend
ourselves/ and protect our future; NOT gamble with it”. Our lives are threatened/
our money, thereby securities damaged or destroyed/ our future is being
annihilated. 

It is the duty of our employees to protect against these very things, & That is
surely true of we the people, in this state called ILLINOIS, it is our job as well. 
Any employee who refuses to accept that, becomes irrelevant, or criminal/ and will
be removed.    Prove me wrong!  Prove constitutional law is not the true authority
of this land!  It is not an option, not an interpretation, redress is the law.

FIRST AMENDMENT REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES, in state  court
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IS EXPECTED TO BE:

 After sufficient news and other media have been employed to provide the
public with an understanding of what this redress trial means to them in terms of
democracy “their decision, as owners: regarding accountability from employees, 
and the determination of their own futures”. So as to provide the opportunity to
participate as jurors for themselves.

 A jury composed of not less than 12 individuals whose job it is, to
determine if sufficient evidence either by what is presented in court or by their
everyday lives suggests that WE AS A PEOPLE NEED OR DESIRE to make
decisions for ourselves, based upon the court proving truth in the evidence to be
presented.  Thereby an accounting from our employees is required, as to the truth,
understanding, and reality of this situation within which we have found ourselves.
Our future will be determined and decided; as best we can.  Therefrom;  Based
upon the threats that exist, which can damage or destroy our lives, state, nation,
world, or future. Based upon the existence of cause to believe “that adjustments”
must or shall or should be made, by we the people.  In order to achieve the stated
goals of the preamble of this OUR government as is proven by the constitution.
The decision for or against redress,  shall be made.

Because NONE are exempt from the confrontation that this shall influence
“my own life too”/ there can be NO allowance for a “jury picked from
individuals”.  Rather ONLY JURORS selected by random methods such as
“lottery balls” for instance/ shall be allowed the position of declaring for the
majority.  If they believe:   we should indeed have redress in the matters presented
or as shall be added too, through the various county trials to come.  Prior to
subsequent full state trial.  This process shall proceed, Through the different
counties:   This demand for redress shall be established,  by not less than two-
thirds majority in subsequent redress trial cases; throughout the state.   Two thirds
majority as is reached by the decision of __________ counties in affirmation: YES
there shall be redress for the state.   This majority, Rules the decision/ yes or no. 
Or more specifically, this redress trial, asks the people of this champaign county,
within the state of IL, by jury trial of 12 :   if they will ask the entire state to vote,
county by county,  on whether we MUST govern ourselves and seek redress. 
Demanding accountability from our employees/ protecting the future for these
children and ourselves by democratic “we the people” actions.  If they say yes, WE
WILL have redress here in this county of this state of IL.   Then it is expected and
demanded that within the ____ alternate counties in this state of IL , there shall be
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an immediate access and opportunity for trial under the same conditions, as this
county has declared by trial, repeated in this state of IL. They people in
independent counties may ask for additional issues to be presented/ but they
cannot reduce the original cause presented.  Redress trial shall be mandatory,
throughout the counties, because the state of IL (in this case) demands it, as we the
people.  The people have a right.  But the trial shall not go forward to full state 
adjudication, thereby full and impartial hearings, with accountability and full
ownership rights:    unless two thirds of the county trials agree: this shall be done.
Let the people themselves serve notice on their county  courts/ it is their duty:
there can be more than one case across this state/ but NOT more than one case per
county court.   The majority decision, across all counties for the state; rules the
outcome. There cannot be more than one, original court case (you may add to it,
but not subtract from it) for the  presentation of  trial decision.  That decision, with
trial content goes to trial before the other counties. Every case is not its own, based
upon this singular decision: either we go to trial as we the people against our
employees in this state or not.  Let each respective county be responsible for
informing their people, the media, and for costs; it is the price of democracy.  
That the people of this state have this right to demand redress of this and hold their
employees accountable is democracy;   along with and in conjunction with, the
state of IL constitution, and its associated US constitution governing all.  State 
trial follows immediately upon confirmation of the people have decided for
redress, there is no wait period.   We the people have decided, there will be redress
upon this land.

This is a democracy/ by the vote, and will of the people themselves! Our
state as a democracy, means our decision; not yours or mine.  THE LAW, says: I
have the right to ask!  Democracy says, the people themselves have the right to
refuse.  But the court HAS NO AUTHORITY, other than to obey the law.  Our
nation, not yours; as the employee.  Our law, you cannot refuse.


